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Next Run No:  1866                                                               
Date:  Monday 2nd May 2016 (Bank Holiday Monday) 
Start: Drake’s Trail Café (formerly Halfway House pub) Car park opens 7pm 
On Down:  ditto   
Hares: Cabin Boy and Sludge 
GANNETMAG!GANNETMAG!GANNETMAG!GANNETMAG!GANNETMAG!GANNETM 
Well, we now have regime change and early indications are that the new lot will not 
be any better than the old. For a start they have put me in charge of the money 
which will be a disaaaaarster dahling for reasons outlined below. At Biff’s first hash 
hush she had to plead with someone (anyone) to write a hash mag on the night as 
the Scribe Master was AWOL and hadn’t bothered to organise anything. Crowds of 
eager hashers volunteered, but I elbowed them all out of the way in my enthusiasm 
to record the night’s doings. (That sounds a bit like a Scrotie nocturnal toilet visit.) 
The Hare Master is taking a leaf out of Grandpa’s book and disappearing on holiday 
for six weeks to sunny Scotland and Dogcatcher has already shuffled his horny 
responsibilities on to a motley crew of suckers who can’t raise a note between 
them. Sturmeroid has finally become old and gone on a cruise.  But on the plus side 
there are no more pirate hats and ooh aaargh! noises, and the old GM was made to 
walk the plank at the start of the run, which was right and fitting. On! on! with a new 
year and a new plan!  
The hash was uppy and downy and interesting in amongst the arsenic heaps. Luffly, 
K2, Do Do and Fergie laid flowers at Nick’s Halt, and everyone seemed to enjoy 
themselves.  Then it was back to the pub to hassle the new committee (most of 
whom were not going to be there). So because most were not present to speak for 
themselves, the first mag of Biff’s reign contains a synopsis of their many talents.  
 
MEET YOUR NEW COMMITTEE 
 
GM – BIFF  
Has been in charge of all the committees she has been on in the past. (And some 
she hasn’t!) Was named after landing a Tyson Fury punch on the nose of a 
predatory male hasher who will remain nameless and forgotten. Lusts 
unapologetically after Glani’s vicar’s outfit. By the time you have read this she will 
have organised sixteen committee meetings, the big do and a clutch of original 
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events. Famous for her love of TVH3 and her encyclopaedic knowledge of hash 
history.  
JOINT MASTER – STURMEROID 
Formerly King of Princetown and of the Scillies.  Now deposed. Lives on a lifeboat 
for at least half the year.  Of limited use due to advanced age. 
JOINT MASTER -  MAYHEM 
One of TVH3’s mad medics who you need to keep away from anyone who has had 
an accident.  Best friend of Jimmy who is much more sociable and settled now he 
has been parted from his nads. Cool mountain biker, occasionally wears high heels 
with lycra shorts. 
SCRIBE MASTER – TAMPAX 
Sells really yummy eggs in the pub. Has made a dynamic start to his new hash job. 
(See previous comments.) Doesn’t do e mail, computers or mobile phones. If you 
want to contact him climb to the top of Kit Hill and shout. 
HASHERDABBER – EMBARRISTER 
Tried to find some dirt on this young, smiling hasher but it seems she is universally 
loved. The worst I could dig up was that she used to go out with Hornblower and 
had him press ganged into the Navy. Always looks nice so maybe she will inject 
some real style into the hash clothing stock.  
HASH HORN - DOGCATCHER 
If you see him behind the wheel of a car do not approach. Allergic to torches. For 
the last ten years he has been building a granite tunnel in his garden. Valued on any 
committee for his realistic, workable suggestions. Made some brilliant props for the 
Harry Potter Party, which are still talked about. 
CHAMBER POT – PONY 
The only older member of the hash who is still willing and capable when it comes to 
runs longer than 100 miles. Feels no pain. All round superwoman. 
CHAMBER POT – DO DO 
Happy- go- lucky soul due to long exposure to the air in Calstock.  Was one of Well 
Laid’s pirate sympathisers who liked to dress up in tricorn and cutlass at any 
opportunity and also has a worrying penchant for ladies’ dresses made from 
diaphanous fabrics. Not sure how he will adapt to a new government. 
ON SEC – RAUNCHY 
Organises large groups of children. Perfect for the hash committee then!!  Fair and 
measured when asked for information on younger hashers. (See Hash Flash.) 
HASH FLASH – GINGER ROGERS 
Sources reveal that if it wasn’t for Raunchy giving him a kick up the backside he 
would still be living with his mum.  Currently at a hair fashion show in Amsterdam 
(with models). His own brand of drunk dancing has ‘gone international’. Beard 
on/off, as whim dictates. 
HARE MASTER – K2 
Has been in Nepal on a VSO project utilising her vast organisational and 
motivational skills. Back in the UK now wanting a big rest so some joker puts her on 
the committee and gives her the most responsible and important job. Will be asking 
you soon to set a run and will brook no refusal! 
HASH CASH - GANNET 
Hand picked for the job. Financially illiterate and super stingy. Written 
representation will have to be made a month in advance if anyone wants any money 
for any thing. Has made unilateral decision to put up the price of runs to £2 starting 
from next week. 
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